A computational theory and model of the ontogeny and development of bilateral symmetry in multicellular organisms is presented. Understanding the origin and evolution of bilateral organisms requires an understanding of how bilateral symmetry develops, starting from a single cell. Bilateral symmetric growth of a multicellular organism from a single starter cell is explained as resulting from the opposite handedness and orientation along one axis in two daughter founder cells that are in equivalent developmental control network states. Several methods of establishing the initial orientation of the daughter cells (including oriented cell division and cell signaling) are discussed. The orientation states of the daughter cells are epigenetically inherited by their progeny. This results in mirror development with the two founding daughter cells generating complementary mirror image multicellular morphologies. The end product is a bilateral symmetric organism. The theory gives a unified explanation of diverse phenomena including symmetry breaking, situs inversus, gynandromorphs, inside-out growth, bilaterally symmetric cancers, and the rapid, punctuated evolution of bilaterally symmetric organisms in the Cambrian Explosion. The theory is supported by experimental results on early embryonic development. The theory makes precise testable predications.
Introduction
We present a theory of bilateral symmetry that explains how bilateral symmetry is established and develops in multicellular organisms. The process of bilateral multicellular development is the foundation for all forms of symmetric multicellular life. To understand the origin and evolution of bilateral multicellular organisms we need to understand bilateral multicellular development. However, one of the fundamental unsolved problems of biology is how bilateral symmetric multicellular organisms can arise from a single cell. We present a general computational theory of how symmetries dynamically form in a growing multicellular embryo. Also modeled is the development of sub-symmetries within symmetric organisms. Additionally, we explain the process of symmetry breaking, such as the heart and other organs developing and being located asymmetrically.
The theory explains why and how the rapid evolution of bilateral organisms in the Cambrian Explosion was possible. Our theory of symmetry development opens up a whole new space of possible evolutionary transformations that result in new morphologies and functionalities that are primarily epigenetic in origin. We show how symmetry transformations, such as inversions that can make organisms grow inside-out, are possible.
All the assumptions used by the theory are shown to be confirmed by laboratory experiments Sec. 6. The theory of development of bilateral symmetry also makes some surprising but testable predictions Sec. 8. The theory has been computationally modeled and simulated. Examples are given of basic types of bilaterally symmetric and multi-symmetric multicellular development in virtual 4-dimensional space-time. Mutations that affect symmetry are computationally explored.
Traditionally the focus of research has been on how symmetry is broken. Their accounts of symmetry itself are purely descriptive (at the cellular or molecular level) but they do not explain how bilateral symmetry is established or how bilateral multicellular organisms develop. They have no theory to explain the mystery of bilateral development (see [35] ). In contrast, our theory of bilateral symmetry explains the dynamic multicellular processes that lead to morphogenesis of bilaterally symmetric organisms. Underlying our theory of bilateral symmetry is a theory of developmental control networks (cenes) that are interpreted by the cell's interpretive-executive system (IES). The IES interprets and executes the instructions in the genome ( [30, 31] ).
Plan
We start by describing the theory of development of bilateral symmetry including the formation of multiple symmetries and sub-symmetries. We then look at the evolutionary consequences of the theory. The theory opens up a previously hidden evolutionary space of possibilities enabled by symmetry transformations. We next discuss the supporting evidence for the theory and relate them to previous work. Next we look at symmetry breaking that leads to asymmetric systems within symmetric ones. We then make some testable predictions of the theory. It also opens up new ways of explaining morphological data. Finally, we describe some of the laboratory experiments and data that support our theory.
Bilateral Development Explained
In bilateral organisms there is a cell division that results in two daughter cells with identical control states, but with opposite orientations along the axis perpendicular to the future plane of division. That axis of orientation is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. The same genome is then interpreted in exactly the same way, but since the orientation of the daughter cells is now in opposing directions along the axis of orientation that is perpendicular to the plane of division, the encoded developmental directives have the opposite effect. Since the orientation of the cell is epigenetically inherited, this results in each half of the organism mirroring the other half.
We illustrate this in Fig. 1 below. The X-axis in red is perpendicular to the plane of division. In the founder cell the X-axis is mirrored in opposing Back-to-Back orientation so that the two halves of the cell mirror each other. This leads to an oriented cell division where each daughter cell has the opposite orientation along its X-axis. Note, once opposite orientation is established, the progeny epigenetically inherit the orientation of their parent cell.
The bilateral organism on the right illustrates the result when each bilateral half of the organism develops from exactly the same developmental network, but where the interpretation of oriented cell division directives are the opposite due to the difference in the internal coordinate systems of the mirror cells.
Since the orientation is inherited, once an oriented division takes place then the cells in right and left body half have opposite orientations. The multicellular systems in each body half mirror each other and the cells in the left body half mirror the orientation of their corresponding sister cells in the right body half. 
Establishment of Mirror Orientation in Daughter Cells
There are several ways that two daughter cells in identical developmental network control states can have mirror orientation to one another along some orientation axis X. The orientation axis is defined as the axis orthogonal to the plane of symmetry that divides the two halves of a bilaterally symmetric organism.
The first way is that the parent cell has mirror symmetry such that when it divides, each daughter cell mirrors the other's orientation as illustrated above in Fig. 1 . If each daughter cell is in an identical developmental control state, then bilateral development then follows naturally.
A second slightly modified method adds an extra prior step. Instead of parent with an internal mirror orientation, the parent cell starts with a right or left-handed orientation along its X-axis. But, the cell has the capability to establish a Face-to-Face or Back-to-Back orientation prior to cell division. The cell thereby produces the same cell state as in our first method of oriented division. This then permits bilateral development to proceed in the same way, first producing two oppositely oriented daughter cells and then proceeding with normal bilateral development.
A third method uses cell signaling. It does not assume that the parent cell has or can establish mirror symmetry prior to cell division. Instead the parent cell has a left or right-handed orientation along an axis X and divides in the X direction to produce two identical daughter cells with the same handedness (right or left) in their X orientation. Then the daughter cells send a directed signal or an undirected broadcast signal to the other cell. In response, the receiving cell orients its X-axis in the direction of the received signal (see Fig. 2 ). This then orients both daughter cells Face-to-Face producing the same result as when a mirror parent cell divides with a Face-to-Face orientation 1 . Given that the mirror oriented cells are in identical developmental control states, then bilateral development proceeds normally. If the cell signaling between the identical daughter cells is a broadcast (where the same signal is sent in all directions) then each receiving daughter cell will orient to the sender. But, this leads to the same end result. Since the left daughter cell is already oriented toward the right daughter cell, the right daughter cell's signal will make no difference to the left daughter cell's orientation 2 .
Linking developmental networks with cell spatial coordinate systems
All directives that are to be executed in space and time need to link action with spatial and temporal information. Hence, they must contain information about the action to be performed and spatial information as to where or in what direction it is to be performed. In an actual cell, for the information in a control network to be executed its spatial information must be interpreted and dynamically linked to the cell's spatial coordinate system.
Thus, for oriented division and cell signaling to be possible the cell must have some molecular implementation of an internal coordinate system and ways of accessing it from encoded instructions. This coordinate system must be addressable directly or indirectly by the control information in the cell's developmental network. Using an interpretation system, the cell reads the control information, gives that information pragmatic meaning and executes it. Part of that interpretation gives meaning to spatial coordinate information in the network code. It executes that code by using the cell's internal addressing system to access and use the cell's coordinate system.
In particular, for oriented division to occur on the basis of some instruction in the genome, then the interpretive-executive system (IES) has to be able to identify the orientation axis of the cell that is in the direction of an intended division. That means the orientation axes of all possible cell division have to be labeled somehow. The labels provide an internal coordinate system for the cell. This coordinate system is used by the IES to execute commands that contain directional, orientation information. Bilateral symmetry depends on the existence of mirror coordinate systems in the mirror cells in the mirror halves of the bilateral organism. This permits the directives of identical developmental control networks to be interpreted differently relative their mirror coordinate system.
Symmetry transformations
Symmetry transformations result from transformations of the orientation of the bilaterally symmetric founder cells.
Symmetry loss from unilateral orientation switches
If, for example, the direction of the orientation X-axis is reversed in only one of the symmetric, daughter founder cells then the multicellular system generated by those cells loses its bilateral symmetry. If multiple symmetries do exist, then symmetry loss is partial since it will only affect that dimension associated with the X-axis of orientation.
Inside-out growth by symmetry inversion
Once bilateral symmetric organisms are established, a mutation that leads to a bilateral reversal of the axis of orientation is a bilateral orientation switch. Such switches can result in the organism growing inside-out. For how inside-out development may help explain the evolution of an internal skeleton from an external skeleton (see [33] ).
Orientation and handedness
A symmetry inversion can also be achieved by cell movement. For example, if two symmetric mirror cells that are oriented Back-to-Back exchange their positions along the X-axis of symmetry while keeping the rest of their local order constant, then this is equivalent to transforming their Back-to-Back orientation to a Face-to-Face orientation.
However, the original establishment of symmetric mirror daughter cells cannot be achieved by cell movements. Since oriented daughter cells have opposite handedness (e.g., left handed versus right handed), no movement or rearrangement of cells can achieve Face-to-Face or Back-to-Back orientation from cells that have the same handedness in orientation. Thus, mirror orientation of cells requires a transformation of handedness in one of the daughter cells so that it becomes the mirror opposite of the other daughter cell and the parent cell.
Evolution of Bilateral Symmetry
Our theory of bilateral symmetry explains two evolutionary processes.
First, since it explains how bilateral organisms develop, i.e. how multicellular bilaterally symmetric organisms develop from a single cell, it gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for the evolution of bilateral symmetry. Once these conditions evolve, it explains how bilateral symmetry in multicellular organisms arose in the first place.
Second, it explains some of the evolutionary advantages of bilateral symmetry. It accounts for some of the processes underlying the rapid evolution of organisms in the Cambrian Explosion. These include symmetry inversion, sub-symmetry formation, and symmetry breaking. Such symmetry transformations are explained by our theory. Orientation transforms together with the even more powerful morphological and functional transformations induced by topological and node mutations in developmental networks, open the door to whole new vistas of possible evolutionary change in ancient organisms.
We now describe the evolutionary prerequisites for bilateral symmetry. Then we describe some of the novel developmental transformations illuminated by our theory and discuss their evolutionary role and advantages.
Steps for evolving bilateral symmetry
From our model we see there are only a few basic steps necessary for bilateral symmetry to evolve. First, we need cell orientation. Second, we need developmental control networks. Third, we need a process by which two founder cells are established that have opposite orientations with mirror handedness. Fourth, those founder cells are in the same control state within identical developmental networks. Fifth, we need epigenetic inheritance of orientation and handedness as cells divide 3 . Once, these assumptions are fulfilled the founder cells develop bilaterally to form a bilateral symmetric organism.
To develop bilaterally symmetric organisms with asymmetries we saw that there are two basic methods of achieving this: One method is internally self-sufficient by the developmental network inducing an asymmetric cell division before the establishment of two bilateral mirror founder cells. A second method uses an external signal to break the symmetry by way of activating different developmental networks states.
Network reuse in development and evolution
In bilateral multicellular systems, the reuse of the same genome for the two sides of the symmetric body is efficient in space and time. More importantly, any changes in the bilateral portion of the developmental control network that result from network mutations, additions, replacements or deletions will automatically be reflected in both halves of the body. If each body half had its own control network then anomalies would soon arise, it being highly improbable that the same network transformation would happen to two different networks simultaneously. Therefore, our solution to bilateralism has sustainability and evolvability built in. It permits the gradual and even rapid evolution of bilaterians because mutations that result in developmental network transformations apply to both body halves automatically, and thereby, keep the bilateral structure intact that has made bilaterians so successful.
Multiple symmetries in other dimensions
If the orientation of division, that leads to two additional new founder cells, is in a different axis of orientation (a different dimension in 2 dimensional or 3 dimensional space) we get an additional symmetry in another dimension in the developing organism. The new symmetry affects those cells whose developmental control state is downstream in the network from the new orientation-founder cell control state. However, the oriented division earliest in the control network will dominate cell order in orientation reversal. If the additional mutually-oriented (Face-to-Face, Back-to-Back) division is lost or is transformed to a normal cell division, then the second symmetry is lost.
Evolution by orientation switching
Once a switch in orientation becomes part of the repertoire of cellular actions of bilaterians, the door to its evolutionary use swings wide open. The multitude of forms that result from orientation switches in symmetries and sub-symmetries provides a new morphological and functional manifold for the evolution of multicellular organisms. An oriented progenitor cell leads to an subspace of oriented descendent cells. An orientation switch in the progenitor cell changes the orientation of the entire descendent subspace of cells. They become oriented in new way 4 .
One possible transformation in the organism is orientation inversion which leads inside-out growth of the whole organism as we saw in Fig. 3 . This can happen happen if the orientation switch happens in the ur-cell that establishes at least two bilateral founder cells necessary for bilateral development. The evolution of an internal skeleton from an external skeleton may have occurred by just such a switch in orientation (Werner [33] ). Such inversions of development can be partial as well, when the orientation switch affects only a subset of cells. The latter case, results in sub-symmetry orientation inversions. They have major evolutionary potential 5 .
Epigenetic evolution by cell orientation transformations
The dominant force behind evolution by orientation transformations is epigenetic in that the coordinate system of the cell and not the genome is primarily involved in the transformation seen in the embryo. Thus, there are at least three independent pathways to achieve the variety seen in the evolution of living organisms:
1. Transformations of genes
Transformations of control networks 3. Transformations of orientation
While the activation of a orientation of cell may be induced by a developmental control network, the effect is a combination of the developmental control network in cooperation with the cell's orientation which is is epigenetically inherited.
Evolution by sub-symmetry formation and transformation
Beyond the major bilateral symmetry an organism may develop sub-symmetries in each half. Or, with prior symmetry breaking, a sub-symmetry may form in only one half of the organism. Multiple and fast evolutionary changes can occur by way of symmetry and sub-symmetry creation, symmetry inversion, duplication and symmetry breaking. 4 An orientation switch can be described as the result of a dynamic tensor that transforms a 4-dimensional oriented vector space of developing cells. However, this mathematical description fails to account for the underlying etiological dynamic control by developmental networks. 5 Switches of orientation can also occur in other dimensions such as the non-bilateral, anterior-posterior axis. They can result in significant evolutionary transformations. For example, they may be involved in oral-aboral (anterior-posterior) switch in the early evolution of animals when the mouth became distinct from the anus (see subsection 4.1). Notation: x = left-right X-axis, y = up-down Y-axis, bb = Back-to-Back, ff = Face-to-Face. Hence, xbb means a left-right symmetry with a Back-to-Back orientation. yff means an up-down symmetry with a Face-to-Face orientation. xbb-yff-xff means the organism is tri-symmetric with a left-right Back-to-Back symmetry along the X-axis, an up-down Face-to-Face symmetry along the Y-axis and a left-right Face-to-Face sub-symmetry along the X-axis. xNo means that that there is no left-right symmetry in the X-axis. Thus, xff-yNo-xbb means the organism has a left-right symmetry in X, but no up-down symmetry in Y, with a left-right Back-to-Back sub-symmetry X.
In Fig.4 the first and third rows of organisms are tri-symmetric on the left-right X-axis and updown Y-axis with a left-right sub-symmetry on the X-axis. They illustrate different combinations of symmetry inversions. The second row is bi-symmetric with no X subsymmetry. Note, the subtle symmetric pattern of dark green cells in Fig.4d generated by an X sub-symmetry is lost in Fig.4h which does not have that X sub-symmetry. The bottom row adds symmetry breaking in the Y-axis. The bottom right breaks the major X symmetry (Fig.4p) .
These examples show the significant evolutionary potential of variations generated by transformations of symmetries and sub-symmetries.
In the above two dimensional artificial multicellular organisms, there are three symmetry creation events resulting in symmetric founder cells, two in the same dimension with an X-axis of symmetry and one in the other dimension with a Y-axis of symmetry. The symmetry creation events occur in an order. Each subsequent pair of founder cells in addition to the new symmetry also inherit the symmetry of their parent cell. For example, in 4i, the first oriented division is Face-to-Face (xff) generating two daughter cells that are oriented Face-to-Face along the X-axis. Then by epigenetic inheritance of orientation, all their progeny are also oriented Face-to-Face. Hence, they exhibit bilateral symmetry with the Y-axis as the axis of symmetry.
The second oriented division (ybb) is Back-to-Back along the Y-axis. The resulting daughter cells and their progeny are oriented Back-to-Back along the Y-axis. This results in a further bilateral symmetry with the X-axis as the axis of symmetry. But, in addition all these cells also inherit the Face-to-Face X-orientation making them also bilaterally symmetric with a Y-axis of symmetry. Hence, the organism now has two symmetries.
The third Back-to-Back oriented division (xbb) along the X-axis results in a sub-symmetry in X with a Y-axis of symmetry. This means the progeny develop inversely to their (xff) ancestor. These progeny also inherit and maintain the (ybb) Back-to-Back orientation along the Y-axis making them dual symmetric (xbb, ybb) while their founder was also dual symmetric (xff, ybb) but with inverse orientation along the X-axis.
Evolutionary advantages of symmetry breaking
The symmetry breaking into cells that are not part of the bilateral system allows their specific control networks to evolve independently 6 . This autonomy of the bilateral symmetric control system and the asymmetric control system permits the non-redundant evolution of unique, specialized, asymmetric multicellular subsystems (see also Sec. 5). We see that more primitive systems do not have or need asymmetrically developed control systems. Indeed, very primitive systems have more symmetries than two.
Endless forms most beautiful
The simple 2-dimensional organism in Fig. 4 contains 3 possible symmetry creation events in its developmental control network. For example, each event such as xbb in xbb-yff-xff and the resulting bilateral development can be inverted to its opposite xff or the symmetry broken independently of the others. If we just switch symmetries without symmetry breaking we get 2 3 = 8 possible forms. If we add symmetry breaking we get at least 3 3 = 27 possible forms. If we add more symmetry creation events or change the nodes in the network where symmetries are created we get more and more possible symmetric morphologies. If we also add the possible non-symmetry transformations for developmental networks including network expansion, replacement, node and link modification then we get, as Darwin said, endless forms most beautiful.
Further applications of the theory 4.1 Oral-aboral evolution by way of an anterior-posterior inversion
The evolution of bilaterians from radial forms may have involved a reversal of the anterior posterior polarity (the oral-aboral axis) of then extant embryos [14, 18, 17] . Under our theory a relatively simple switch in the anterior-posterior orientation of early progenitor cells can transform a primitive organism where the mouth and anus share the same opening to an organism where the mouth and anus are polar opposites with the mouth located at the anterior and the anus at the posterior. The transformation is primarily epigenetic. Perhaps this may give some insight into the conversion of animals where the mouth and anus are the same to where there is a distinct development of a polarity separating mouth and anus. Ctenophores seem to be more advanced than cnidarians since the former have at least the beginnings of the development of an anus distinct from the mouth. Also ctenophores approach bilateral symmetric status [14, 18, 17] .
Bilateral Cancers
There exist rare forms of breast cancer where the tumor develops bilaterally in both breasts. Our theory of development and, in particular, the development of bilateral organisms predicts that such cancer mutations almost certainly occur prior to the establishment of oriented cell division that leads to two oppositely oriented daughter founder cells. The probability that the same potentially cancerous mutation occurs in two symmetrically located cells in the right and left parts of the bilateral body, after the establishment of bilateral symmetry in the early embryo, is effectively nil.
Therefore, the mutation that later leads to a bilateral tumor in the mature adult, must have occurred in the embryo prior to the establishment of bilateral symmetry -either during embryogenesis or it was inherited in the germ line. In either case, whether the mutation occurred during development or already existed in either the sperm or egg, it ought to be in a developmental control subnetwork involved in the development of the breast. The cancer subnetwork then is only activated many years later after the activation of the developmental subnetwork for the breast is activated. Since, as we have seen, in bilateral organisms, the same genomic, developmental control network is active in both bilateral halves of the organism, a mutation that causes the formation of a cancer subnetwork will be active in both symmetric body halves. Hence, the tumor will grow bilaterally in much the same way as the right and left hands grow bilaterally, both being controlled by their respective developmental control networks. For more details on cancer networks and how they function see [31] .
Our theory and our computational models of the development of bilateral symmetry both explain and are confirmed by the existence of bilateral cancers. It shows that the controlling developmental networks can lie dormant for years prior to their activation.
Fetus in fetu
When an embryo grows inside another embryo or male (or non pregnant female) adult, it is called fetus in fetu. While these embryos are distorted monsters with no head, they are often bilateral. According to our theory this implies that there was a process that established two bilateral founder cells in the same control state that then developed into the embryo inappropriately located and not in a womb. It also shows that the context of the womb is needed for natural development of the fetus. Yet even in such abnormal contexts, outside of a normal womb, and in a male body, bilateral symmetry is maintained. This robustness of bilateral symmetry even in abnormal contexts is predicted by our theory of bilateral symmetry since it predicts that once bilaterality is established in two founder cells their progeny inherit their orientation epigenetically and not by some externally imposed process.
Gynandromorphs
Our theory of developmental control networks together with the theory of bilateral symmetry explains the development of gynandromorphs. Gynandromorphs are organisms that have both male and female body parts [32] . Examples, include a rooster-hen that is split bilaterally with even the comb being half rooster and half hen. We will use the term gynanders interchangeably with gynandromorphs. The body halves or sections can have different morphology and cell types (male and female). As illustrated in Fig. 7 , in some species gynandromorphs come in three basic forms: Bilateral gynanders (bilateral body halves of opposite sex), polar gynanders (anterior-posterior of opposite sex), and oblique gynanders (opposite sex body sections cross the bilateral plane) [12, 13] . At the same time gynanders exhibit a pseudo symmetry in that they are bilaterally split down the middle with opposite handedness. In the case of gynandromorphs the two bilateral founder cells have opposite orientations but now their control states activate distinct developmental control networks (cenes). Development then proceeds as if each side developed as part of a normal bilateral organism. We model and simulate the multicellular development of such organisms using software based on our theoretical framework. For more details on gynandromorphs and their development see [32] .
Symmetry breaking
Because of the lack of a theory of how bilateral symmetry in multicellular organisms is established and then develops, most of the previous work on bilateral symmetry has focussed on symmetry breaking. The presupposition is that an egg is symmetrical and its symmetry has to be broken for asymmetries in the developing organism to be possible. For example, one way this might be achieved is by means of the asymmetric entrance point of the sperm.
Because, until now, there has been no coherent theoretical framework that explains the dynamic multicellular development of bilateral and multiple symmetries in organisms, symmetry breaking has not been fully understood. Previous ideas of symmetry and symmetry breaking fail to account for the creation and necessity of an internal coordinate system within the cell that makes possible oriented cell division in more than one dimension and more than one direction.
Concepts of symmetry breaking
There is an ambiguity in the use of the term symmetry breaking. Some authors view symmetry breaking at the cellular level as a change from a symmetric cell to a cell that has a polar orientation. Others view symmetry breaking as cell differentiation during cell division, for example, as when one daughter cell differentiates to a different state than its parent cell and its sister. However, we have seen that cell differentiation does not necessarily result in symmetry breaking at the organismal level. Still others view symmetry breaking at the organismal level as when the heart and liver are asymmetrically distributed on the left or right side of the organism. With our theoretical framework all these different notions of symmetry breaking can be modeled and understood as arising from a common foundation.
We now present different methods of achieving symmetry breaking at the organismal level in dynamically developing multicellular systems.
Methods that achieve symmetry breaking
Symmetry breaking is best understood in the context of multicellular development of a symmetric organism from a single cell. We have seen bilateral symmetry results from two founder cells with bilaterally opposite polar orientation and handedness but which are in identical developmental network control states. Once this occurs bilateral symmetric development follows naturally.
Processes of symmetry breaking are divided into two main classes. Either the symmetry is broken prior to the establishment of the two bilateral founder cells or it develops afterwards.
Symmetry breaking by asymmetric cell division prior to the bilateral switch
In the first method, symmetry breaking must occur early in development before the identical, but oppositely oriented bilateral development begins. In this method, there are one or more asymmetric cell divisions with cells in different developmental control states. One of those cells generates the bilateral founder cells and the others are available for future development of the asymmetric subsystems of the organism.
This can be accomplished by having one or more cell divisions into non-identical daughter cells followed by the process of establishing at least two identical daughter cells that are mirror oriented 7 . Then the non-identical cells can form the asymmetric components of the body being, in part, controlled by different developmental networks.
Symmetry breaking by cell interaction
In the second method, to break symmetry once bilateral symmetric development has started, some external impinging process such as cell signaling must derail the process of symmetric development for some of the bilateral cells. The later this derailment occurs the less is the effect on the bilateral morphology of the developing organism. If the symmetry derailment occurs early in development then some process must compensate for the loss of part of the cells that generate future symmetric structures. If no compensation process occurs then the future organism would exhibit gross asymmetries.
For instance, symmetry breaking can occur in mammals by interactions of the early embryo with the maternal matrix of cells via cell signaling. This would work as in the case above (Fig. 2) of establishing symmetry via cell signaling except that it has the reverse effect. Whereas before the signal caused an orientation transformation that resulted in the receiver cell mirroring the orientation of the sender, now the signal causes an orientation switch that breaks the mirror symmetry.
Molecular chirality as the cause of symmetry breaking
Some would ague that the origin of asymmetry in organisms must have its ultimate cause in the chirality (handedness) of a molecule. This chirality then predisposes the cell's orientation to assume one kind of handedness over another. This in turn results in an asymmetric multicellular morphology. Even if this might in some cases explain symmetry breaking, it fails to explain the establishment and development of bilateral symmetry itself.
We have shown computationally that to have multicellular bilateral symmetry in a developing organism, it is sufficient to have the mirror cells in the bilateral halves to be polar opposites, having opposite handedness with axes of orientation either pointing Face-to-Face or Back-to-Back. According to our theory, both the symmetry and the lack of symmetry in each mirror half of a bilateral organism are the result of cells interpreting their developmental control network using their orientation information to execute the directives in that network. Thus the interpretation and resulting orientation of the bilateral half is relative to the orientation and handedness of the cells, not of the chirality of the molecule. However, it is possible that the orientation and handedness of the cell is set up using the chirality of one or more molecules.
The molecular chirality hypothesis also does not account for organisms that have random right or left asymmetry. If one molecule determines asymmetry, then how does it determine two different opposing asymmetries? One could add yet another molecule with opposite chirality. And this again is theoretically possible. But the understanding of the multicellular formation of bilateral organisms and symmetry breaking is only tangentially helped by the molecular chirality hypothesis. The cellular asymmetry is established by a system that controls the orientation of the cell. It is a complex system not just the result of a single molecule.
Symmetry breaking by cilia induced flow
This is a form of symmetry breaking that combines molecular chirality with cell signaling. In mouse and frog embryos, the clockwise rotation of cilia creates a leftward current flow (the signal) that induces symmetry breaking in the organism. This results, for example, in the heart being asymmetrically located on the left side [1] .
In the Appendix (11.2) we present the outlines of a computational model, based on our theoretical framework, that explains how symmetry breaking is created by means of cilia induced current: The basic idea is that the direction of the current leads to a transformation in the internal orientation of receptive cells. We systematically map the possible cilia based orientation transformations in multicellular systems. Hence, our model predicts and explains the possible outcomes of cilia induced asymmetries and symmetries in the bilateral organism.
Symmetry breaking by hidden shadow networks
If the initial oocyte is bilaterally symmetric and if after cell division both of its daughter cells are in the same developmental control state, then symmetry breaking becomes impossible since any supposed diversion from symmetry in one cell will be reflected in its mirror cell in the opposite half of the bilateral embryo. Surprisingly, there is a surreptitious method of symmetry breaking even after the establishment of two bilateral founder cells. In this method of symmetry breaking we hypothesize that there exist shadow networks that have no overt phenotype. The bilateral founder cells activate different shadow network control states when they are first established. These shadow states then follow the overt network states without interference but they may be in different control states in different cells. At some point they may self-activate to take over control from the dominant network. Or, they may be activated by signaling from other cells in different shadow network states, or the dominant network may pass control to its sister shadow network. While such shadow networks may exist, a simpler solution to symmetry breaking is just to establish asymmetric cell lines initially with different dominant network control states, prior to the establishment of bilateral symmetric founder cells.
Symmetry breaking through sexual dimorphism
Related to shadow nets are the network control architectures of gynandromorphs subsection 4.4. There the opposite sex chromosomes execute as a parallel developmental network. Acting like an alternative shadow network this can lead to asymmetric development of parts of an organism. Fig. 8 is an example of a gynandromorph with an asymmetric "heart". Hence, another way to break the overt phenotypic symmetry is by activation of the developmental networks of opposite sex chromosomes. 
Supporting evidence
Many of the assumptions and predictions of our theory have already been confirmed. Experimental data from different labs support some of the basic assumptions and predictions of our theory. Like any theory, our model of bilateral symmetry and the theoretical framework on which it is based makes some basic assumptions and predictions. These assumptions are supported by experimental data. A prediction of a theory can refer to an event in the future or it can refer to existence of a structure, relationship or property that will be discovered. As we will now show, some of the predictions of our theory have been confirmed, while others await experimental confirmation 8 .
Bilateral symmetry in the early preimplantation embryo
Richard Gardner argues that bilateral symmetry is established very early in preimplantation mouse embryo. His experiments on the early development of embryos confirm that bilateral symmetry is established after the first few cell divisions of the zygote, prior to the formation of the blastula [10, 11, 8, 7, 6, 5] .
Specifically, Gardner states that the plane of the first division is orthogonal to the plane of symmetry of the future blastula. This he argues shows that the oocyte already has bilateral symmetry.
Gardner's data supports our theory
This is consistent with what is predicted by our theory. Our theory of development implies that the symmetric cells guided by a global developmental network are different from asymmetric cells responsible for symmetry breaking. While the establishment of two bilateral symmetric founder cells in the embryo could occur after the blastula stage, it need not. The main point is that a different developmental control subnetwork controls the development of bilateral founder cells than the developmental network that controls the asymmetric founder cells. This bilateral control network is activated after the establishment of bilateral symmetry in the early embryo. This symmetry may not be evident morphologically for some time. Hence, Gardener's results that bilateral symmetry is established in the first fews cell division of the embryo, is both consistent with our theory of bilateral symmetry and a confirmation of the theory.
Interpreting and modeling Gardner's experiments
With our computational models we can perform some of Gardner's experimental manipulations of cells in silico, on a laptop 9 .
Gardner's data can be explained by a more conservative and accurate conclusion: If the oocyte already contains a internal coordinate system that distinguishes axes orthogonal to the plane of bilateral symmetry from the other dimensional axes, then oriented cell division orthogonal to the plane of bilateral symmetry becomes possible without the zygote itself being bilaterally symmetric. The plane of bilateral symmetry is itself established by an internal cellular coordinate system. Having an internal coordinate system does not necessarily imply that the egg is bilaterally symmetric since it need not be self-reflective along the axes orthogonal to the plane of bilateral symmetry. An internal coordinate system can then be used to establish bilateral daughter cells with opposite orientation and orthogonal to the place of bilateral symmetry.
Evidence for oriented cell division
It is well known that there is oriented cell division even in the preimplantation embryo which is consistent with and confirms a basic assumption of our theory.
Zernicka-Goetz studies the 2 to 32 cell stages of the preimplantation embryo [23, 24, 40, 39, 38, 37] . She argues that early embryo development in the mouse involves cell orientation, waves of symmetric and asymmetric oriented cell division, cell signaling and cell movement to correct for misalignments that may result in the separation of the inside cell mass from the outside cell mass in the blastocyst. In preimplantation development two successive waves of cell division (8-16 cells) create the inner cell mass (ICM) and the outer cells which become the non-embryonic, trophectoderm (TE).
The experimental results of the Zernicka-Goetz studies indicate that there is oriented division in the earliest embryonic cells. Gardner's results indicate that bilateral symmetry is also established in the earliest embryonic cells (see 6.1). Combining these two results we see that oriented division and bilateral symmetry are established almost simultaneously in the early embryo. This is consistent with and supports our theory.
Polarity in limb development
Asymmetric oriented cell division is essential for limb development (Romereim [25] ). However, limbs are bilaterally symmetric. This means that the cells in reflecting bilateral body halves must mirror each other. This implies that there must be a sustaining process or self maintaining state that keeps the bilateral orientations of mirror cells intact. What varies is the utilization of this maintained orientation to make directed, oriented asymmetric cell divisions within the context of a left handed or right handed oriented cell. That further implies that the global control of limb development goes beyond the local control of asymmetric oriented cell division. According to our theory and computational modeling, this is because each mirror cell uses the same developmental control network to activate local processes that result in asymmetric oriented cell division.
Cell orientation in Drosophila
In Drosophila we have tissue polarity and planar cell polarity (PCP) where there is a "coordinated orientation of cells and cellular structures along an axis within the plane of an epithelial surface." (Vladar [28] ). Signaling processes are used to coordinate the establishment of cell and tissue polarity.
Oriented cell division in C-elegans
In the worm, C-elegans, oriented cell division into distinct daughter cells 10 is in later stages of development (beyond germline formation) controlled by repeated use of signaling-oriented division complex (Munro [19] , Phillips [22] ). Interestingly, the networks involved in asymmetric oriented cell division change again at the 50 cell stage where cell polarity is maintained in the absence of Wnt signaling in Wnt mutants [19] .
Situs inversus in mice and men
A tremendous amount of research has been done on the genetic causes of lateral asymmetry. There are animals with randomized laterality [20, 21] . Randomized laterality means that half of generated organisms exhibit situs inversus viscerum (reversed body plan where the asymmetric organs such as the heart have a mirror orientation) while the rest have a normal body plan (See Wood [15, 36] ). The very existence of situs inversus and randomized laterality means that molecular chirality alone cannot be the cause of symmetry breaking (Sec. 5). Furthermore, it supports our theory that this is at least at the cell level and is determined by developmental control networks with or without the use of cell signaling.
The gene-centered approach to lateral asymmetry attempts to give molecular solutions to higher level multicellular, developmental processes. If a genetic mutation causes randomized laterality then this does not mean that this gene contains the information to generate the bilateral symmetry or either lateral asymmetry. It only means that the gene is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the condition. Under our theory it means the gene is involved in activating a developmental control network and this control network is the actual source of the controlling information that generates the multicellular phenotype.
Evidence for inheritance of cell orientation
The experiments of Beisson and Sonneborn [2, 16] show that genome independent inheritance of cell structures during cell division can and does exist. This offers a way of setting up and maintaining the oriented axis which according to our theory serves as a basis for bilateral symmetric development 11 . Hence, their experiments supports our hypothesis that, once created, cell orientation and handedness are inherited by daughter cells without having to be encoded again in the genome at each cell division.
Molecular markers for the right and left bilateral body halves
Shimeld has discovered genetic markers associated with the right and left body halves of some bilateral organisms [27, 26, 3] . These markers may be associated with cell structures responsible for mirror cell orientation relative to the plane of symmetry.
Discussion

Bilateral founder cells
There are several possible methods of generating two bilateral founder cells, i.e., of two oppositely oriented bilateral founder cells in equivalent control network states: One is the ability of a progenitor cell to make a mirror, oriented Back-to-Back or Face-to-Face cell division into two daughter cells that are in identical developmental control states. Another method allows a founder cell to make a normal oriented division into two oriented daughter cells. The mirror orientation results from cell signaling either between the daughter cells or by the daughter cells reacting to an external source. Whatever the method, once the mirror orientation between daughter cells is established, bilateral symmetric development proceeds with the cells on each side of the symmetry being controlled by identical developmental networks. Only the epigenetic interpretation and execution of the network is different.
Global versus local control networks, genes and bilaterality
Clearly genes generate the proteins that make up the structural and functional units for cell orientation, cell division and oriented division. They create a robot like system in the cell. However, this robotic system responds to directives much like a robot. It has an architecture akin to the subsumption architecture [4] in that the robot reacts to local environments via local signals but its global control is by way of global strategic control information. Gene networks within a cell construct and generate whole processes and protocols for cell actions and interactions with other cells. These local gene-centered strategies are organized by a global control strategy. Our theory is that the global control strategy is implemented by developmental control networks in the genome. These networks interact with the interpretive executive system (IES) of the cell to generate the organism. The global strategy of a cell is interactive and cooperative. The cells of the body form a vast multi-agent system of communicating and cooperating agents [29] .
Bilateral symmetry results from the interaction of an interpretive-executive system that assigns a different pragmatic interpretation to the very same directives based on whether the orientation of the cell is left handed or right handed. The handedness is determined by the structure of the cell's coordinate system. This system consists of proteins, but may also use RNA as an addressing system to in effect label the different directions of the axes of local cellular control. Some sort of identification system is necessary for oriented cell division, oriented cell movement and oriented signaling. The global control information in genomic networks requires linkages to local control in space and time.
Concepts of symmetry
We distinguish cell symmetry, multicellular organism (MCO) symmetry, orientation symmetry, differentiation symmetry, morphological symmetry, developmental symmetry in space and time.
We distinguish between the developmental control state of a cell (cene state), the differentiation state of a cell, and the orientation state of a cell. Two cells may be symmetric in their cene state, their differentiation state or their orientation state. A multicellular systems can be exhibit symmetries in the cene state, the genetic differentiation state, and/or the orientation state. More precisely we could divide the cell differentiation state into further categories such as the cell phenotype, the cell IES state, the cell cycle state, the DNA state, and the gene expression state. These conceptual boundaries are meant to aid analysis and are not rigid demarcations. For our analysis it is sufficient to only distinguish the cene control state, the differentiation state and the orientation state of cells and multicellular systems. To simply even more, for our purposes we can collapse the cell control state with the cell differentiation state, only distinguishing them if needed. Thus the main focus in multicellular development is on the distinction between the control state and the orientation state of the cell.
A structure is bilaterally symmetric if there exists a plane of symmetry such that the place cuts the structure into two halves that mirror one another. If the structure is a multicellular structure the degree of symmetry depends on how many orientation mirror cells in each structure stand in reflective correspondence with each other in space. This can be generalized to events: Two multicellular developmental space-time events mirror each other to the extent each multicellular developmental state H t , within their respective developmental histories H, mirrors the other. In the case of twins, their developmental histories identically mirror each other. In the case of bilateral organisms, the developmental histories of the right and left body halves may mirror each other only by degree to the extent of symmetry.
If the structure is a cell, two cells internally mirror each other (are orientation mirror cells) if their axes of orientation mirror each other.
Cell mirror orientation states versus differentiation states
Normally, mirror cells are assumed to be in the same developmental control state. If they are not in the same developmental control state then their future development need not mirror the other. However, this means that two multicellular body halves may be (partial or complete) orientation mirrors but not (partial or complete) differentiation state (network state) mirrors, and vice versa, two multicellular systems may be in partial or complete differentiation mirror states but not be in partial or complete orientation mirror states.
Note, too even if two multicellular systems are in perfect orientation mirror states and in perfect mirror differentiation states, the orientation mirror state need not correspond one-to-one with the differentiation mirror state. For example, a region of identically oriented cells may intersect two or more regions of different cell types in different differentiation states. In the development of bilateral organisms with perfect symmetry, the two body halves will have perfect orientation and differentiation mirror histories, but while the orientation state of cells in one body half, without sub-symmetries, will be the same for every cell, their differentiation developmental control states will generally be different.
Ambiguity of bilaterally symmetric cells
The notion of bilaterally symmetric cells is ambiguous: It can mean that a cell itself is internally bilaterally symmetric where each cell half has the opposite orientation along the axes orthogonal to bilateral division. Or, it can mean that two cells mirror each other in position and control state in opposite halves of the bilateral organism. In the latter case, the bilateral cells are not themselves internally bilaterally symmetric. Instead, they are asymmetric having a definite orientation and handedness that is a reflection its partner mirror cell.
There are two different meanings of asymmetric cell division as well: First, asymmetric cell division can mean that a cell divides into two daughter cells that have distinct control states or distinct differentiation states. Second, asymmetric division can mean that the daughter cells have distinct orientation states. (See also the related ambiguity in the notion of symmetry breaking subsection 5.1.)
Internal cell symmetry does not lead to bilateral organisms
If a start cell, such as a zygote, is internally bilaterally symmetric and if that start cell generated two daughter founder cells that are also internally bilaterally symmetric and, furthermore, if internal bilateral symmetry is epigenetically inherited by their progeny, then the multicellular system generated by those founder cells would not, in general, be bilaterally symmetric. The reason is, if the internal coordinate system is symmetric in a cell, then oriented division would not be possible because there would no unique orientation information that distinguished the X direction from the opposite minus-X direction. The resulting cell division could not specify which daughter cell differentiates into which control state. Thus, asymmetric cell division into two distinct differentiation states could not guarantee the resulting position of the differentiation states of the daughter cells. Hence, differentiation positioning would be haphazard or random. This most likely would lead to an embryo that is not only asymmetric but also nonviable. Therefore, epigenetically inherited internal cell symmetry does not confer external multicellular bilateral symmetry on the resulting organism.
Bilateral mirror cells are not internally bilaterally symmetric
Bilateral cells that mirror each other both in internal state and spatial position are not themselves bilaterally symmetric. Gardner states that there exists bilateral symmetry in the preimplantation embryo and even in the zygote [10, 8, 9, 7] , implying that this leads to bilateral symmetry in the blastula and presumably the organism. It is true that the progenitor cell that leads to a mirror symmetric division (e.g., Back-to-Back or Face-to-Face) may be internally bilaterally symmetric Fig. 1 . However, as we see from our theory, it is precisely because the daughter cells of a bilaterally symmetric division are not themselves bilaterally symmetric that we get the development of a bilateral multicellular organism. What is essential is that some developmental process, whether by direct oriented cell division or with the help of cell signaling, generates two daughter cells that are in identical developmental control states yet have opposite orientations along the axes orthogonal to the plane of division. Furthermore, these and the other axes that make up the internal coordinate system of the two cells mirror one another.
Predictions of the theory
Our theory and computational models of bilateral symmetry make precise predictions about the development of bilateral organisms. The theory makes testable predictions about the dynamics, the structure and the orientations of cells in bilaterally symmetric organisms. Many of the assumptions and predictions of our theory have already been confirmed (see Sec. 6).
Opposite orientation of cells in opposite bilateral body halves
One of the most fundamental predictions of my theory of bilateral symmetry is that, once the bilateral founder cells are established, their progeny cells located on opposite halves of the plane of symmetry will have mirror handedness (see Fig. 1 below Fig. 9 ). Their orientation is the opposite of their mirror sister cells in the reflecting other half of the bilateral organism. How the handedness and orientation is defined and what labels are used in the internal cell coordinate system is yet to be discovered. The theory predicts that structures corresponding to these functional systems exist in each somatic cell. 
Epigenetic evolution by orientation transforms
A second fundamental prediction, retrodiction and explanation is that much of evolution in the pre-Cambrian and Cambrian Explosion with its diversity of forms can be accounted for by cell orientation transformations including: anterior-posterior inversions leading to oral-aboral evolution subsection 4.1, symmetry inversions leading to inside-out growth and the evolution of an internal skeleton from an external skeleton subsubsection 2.3.2, transformations, duplications generating a great variety of body forms subsection 3.6, and symmetry breaking Sec. 5. Evolution by cell orientation transforms is primarily epigenetic. Genomic transformations induce epigenetic transformations in progenitor cells that result in epigenetic changes in later development.
Evolution by network transformations
These largely epigenetic transformations are complemented by developmental network transformations that can result in radical transformations of morphology and function [34] .
Evolution by gene mutations
In contrast, mutations in genes that code for parts or code for agents involved in cellular processes such as cell signaling, are relatively rare once their role is firmly established in the interpretiveexecutive system of the cell [30, 31] .
Explanatory power of the theory
Until now the question of how a bilateral organism can develop from a single cell has been a mystery. I have presented a theory of bilateral symmetry with broad explanatory and predictive power. The theory of bilateral symmetry explains how bilateral organisms develop and how they might have evolved.
The theory of bilateral symmetry is based on a more general theory of developmental control networks. The developmental control network theory has wide ranging explanatory and predictive power. It can explain the embryonic development of multicellular organisms. It explains stem cell networks, the stem cell hierarchy and its relationship to a metastatic hierarchy in cancer stem cells. It gives us a deep understanding and classification of all cancers by way of cancer networks. It explains how the Cambrian Explosion was the result of developmental network transformations and well as epigenetic transformations.
The theory of bilateral symmetry also explains the origin and growth of bilateral cancers. It gives an explanation of the curious gynandromorphs. The theory provides the foundation for understanding sexual dimorphism (difference in morphology and function in male and female organisms).
Transformations of symmetry and other orientation transformations explain how the rapid epigenetic evolution of morphologies in the Cambrian Explosion was possible. It gives an explanation of how the internal skeleton might have evolved from an external skeleton. It provides an explanation of how the oral-aboral axes might have evolved from a primitive organism where the oral and anal openings were the same or had the same orientation.
Because of their wide range and explanatory prowess, the theory of developmental control networks and the theory of bilateral symmetry should not be ignored. What is needed now is systematic research that connects the theory of developmental control networks and bilateral symmetry with their molecular implementation.
Materials and methods
We used Cellnomica's Software Suite (http://cellnomica.com) to model and simulate multicellular development in space-time. The developmental control networks, cell orientation, bilateral symmetry, sub-symmetries, symmetry breaking and inside-out mutations were all tested using Cellnomica's Software Suite. Each of the concepts discussed was modeled and simulated with artificial genomes that generated multicellular bilaterally symmetric organisms starting from a single cell. Mutations to the developmental control networks that resulted in the reversal of the axis of orientation leading to inside out growth and sub-symmetries were also modeled. Mutations that resulted in bilaterally symmetric cancers were also simulated. The illustrations of multi-cellular systems are screenshots of cells that developed in virtual 4-dimensional space-time using the Cellnomica's software.
Appendix
Definitions
Cene
A cene (control gene) is a developmental control network. A developmental control network is a network of linked nodes where those nodes control inter-generational and intra-generational cell actions. Cenes are executable networks. Cenes are implemented as code in the genome. The cell has an interpreter that gives meaning to cenes and has the capacity to execute the instructions in its code. This cell system that interprets and executes developmental control networks (cenes) we call the interpretive-executive system or IES.
Cenome
The cenome is the global developmental control network of interlinked cenes that controls embryonic development. Thus the cenome is itself a cene.
Control states versus differentiation states
The control state of a cell is its state of execution in the developmental control network (cene) that it is interpreting and executing. Each cell in a multicellular organism or MCO may be in a different control state. Thus, we distinguish the differentiation state of a cell from its control state. The differentiation state of a cell gives its overt phenotype including its gene expression state, and its local reactive functional state.
Reactive versus global strategies
We view the cell has being controlled by both local reactive strategies that deal with its immediate environment and global control strategies that determine its long term development in the embryo. The global control strategies are implemented by interlinked cenes (developmental control networks). We assume that the global control strategy subsumes the cells local control strategies in some was analogous to subsumption architecture of reactive robots [4] .
Levels of code
There are thus levels of code in genomes with higher levels subsuming and controlling lower levels. In embryogenesis the cenome controls the code that controls gene expression states in cells. The cenome also controls the initiation of cell division in embryogenesis. The cenome is thus a global developmental control network that is interpreted and executed by the cells in an MCO as it develops. The MCO system is a multi-agent system that runs in parallel with control states being differentially distributed over the agent cells.
A model of symmetry breaking by cilia induced flow
In the mouse embryo a current flow produced by rotating cilia appear to be necessary for symmetry breaking so that the heart and other organs are on the left side. The clockwise rotation of cilia creates a leftward current flow (the signal) that induces symmetry breaking in the organism. This results in the heart being asymmetrically located on the left side [1] .
We present the outlines of a computational model, based on our theoretical framework, that explains how symmetry breaking is created by means of cilia induced current: The basic idea is that the direction of the current leads to a transformation in the internal orientation of receptive cells. The molecular chirality of the cilia combined with cell signaling to cells result in an asymmetric cell fate in some of the receiver cells. These then serve as founder cells for the asymmetric components of the bilateral organism.
We also systematically map the possible cilia based orientation transformations to the symmetries and asymmetries of multicellular systems. Hence, our model predicts and explains the possible outcomes of cilia induced asymmetries and symmetries in bilateral organisms.
Notation with graphical meaning
We will use a notation where symbols have graphical meaning to represent bilateral symmetric structures and their transformations. Let ⇒ denote an orientation transformation operator that flips an orientation to its polar opposite. Given a front view of a bilateral organism A with right side AR and left side AL with Face-to-Face orientations, we represent this symbolically as ( 
Maintaining bilateral fidelity
If the range of cells influenced by the current direction is poorly defined or inconsistently circumscribed, then further development of the embryo may lack the needed precision. In other words, if the set of cells affected by the flow direction too stochastic or fuzzy, then this method of orientation transformation might lead to inconsistent developmental results.
If instead the receiving cells can only be affected by the flow direction if they are in a prior differentiated receptive state, then only the receptive subset of the all the similarly oriented cells will be transformed, leading to more precise development. Hence, we postulate that not only does the flow direction change the orientation of the receiving cells, but that these receiving cells have previously differentiated from other cells with similar orientations to make them receptive. Their non-receptive complement is unchanged by the flow direction. This results in more precise boundaries separating orientation switching and symmetry breaking cells from cells that retain bilateral symmetry. Here (OR) is the right side complement of (AR), i.e., it consists of those cells in the right bilateral half of the organism that are not in (AR). Similarly (OL) is the left side complement of (AL). Then the left directed flow transforms the orientation only of (AL) and not of (OL). The previously established differentiation to flow direction receptivity in (AL) and not in (OL) gives precise boundaries to flow imposed orientation transforms. Each of the cases of orientation switches due to flow and orientation above, can then be enhanced with (OR) and (OL) oriented but unreceptive, unaffected systems of cells that maintain the bilateral fidelity.
Symmetric cilia in a perfectly symmetric ancestor
Note, when the chirality is also symmetric and current flows in opposite directions from the center, then we get oppositely oriented sub-symmetries: Here || is the main axis of symmetry and | are axes of potential sub-symmetries. Such bilateral organisms with dual sub-symmetries might have been the evolutionary predecessors to later single symmetry, bilateral organisms where asymmetric subsystems replace the sub-symmetric systems.
Parameters of symmetry breaking by cilia flow
In sum, in this model involves cilia created directional flow, oriented cells, and a differentiation state that gives oriented cells the capacity to change orientation in response to the direction of flow while other similarly oriented cells are not affected. Thus, in our model, we see a complex interplay between orientation states, differentiation states, and molecular chirality that underlies a symmetry breaking flow. The combined result is fidelity and consistency in the development of these types of bilaterally symmetric organisms while maintaining their asymmetric components.
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